COMPANY STATEMENT
HITACHI UTOPIA DUCTED AIR CONDITIONING UNIT
‘VOLUNTARY SAFETY NOTICE’
HITACHI Australia Ltd (HAUL) is an importer and distributor of Hitachi air conditioning
products including the Utopia Split Ducted Air Conditioning Ducted Unit which consists of an
outside unit and a ducted indoor inside unit.
Robertson Air Conditioning Pty Ltd trading as Robertson Air Conditioning Products
(Robertson) is an Australian air conditioning products manufacturer based on the Gold Coast,
Queensland. Between approximately 1997 to 2003 HAUL purchased from Robertson, generic
Local Ducted Fan Coil Units (LD Units), which, Robertson manufactured, to suit Hitachi's
range of Utopia air conditioning outdoor units
Hitachi prides itself on the highest worldwide manufacturing standards and is committed to
supplying quality products to both its channel partners and consumers.
When investigating an isolated report of a faulty Australian-manufactured Utopia Split Ducted
Air Conditioning LD unit, Hitachi discovered the Australian manufacturer, Robertson Air
Conditioning, had made a change to original LD Unit manufacturing specifications.
The change involved the use of a plastic cover on the electrical box, which melted and smoked
when the capacitor is believed to have failed.
The units do not meet Hitachi’s own high manufacturing standards, which requires a metal
electrical box cover.
As such, Hitachi Australia Limited has voluntarily issued a national safety notice, calling on
homeowners who have purchased Robertson manufactured (Hitachi branded) Utopia Split
Ducted Air Conditioner LD Units between 2000 and 2006, to contact Hitachi toll free on 1800
354 178.
Hitachi has established a repairer network to modify installed LD units to Hitachi worldwide
standards at no cost to homeowners or the dealer network.
Hitachi is asking any business with stock of the potentially affected units or any consumers,
who think they may have one of these Robertson LD Units installed in their home, to call the
dedicated toll free number 1800 354 178 to arrange for an inspection and if necessary,
modification.
Potentially affected LD models identified in the safety notice may include LD-2, LD-2.5, LD3, LD-3.5, LD-4, LD-5, LD-6 and LD-7.
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